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Request for a report on whether to transfer one or more employees
from Service Improvement and Innovation to the ‘3-1-1’ project

2005 BUDGET BRIEFING NOTE

Issue/Background:

On January 25, 2005 the Budget Advisory Committee requested a report outlining whether there is one or
more employees from within the Project Manager / Management Consultant Unit of the Service Improvement
and Innovation (SII) division that can be transferred to the ‘3-1-1’ project, specifically for business process
review.

The Project Manager / Management Consultant Unit in the SII division is an in-house group utilized by all
departments and program areas of the City.  Over the last two years, the Unit has lead major service
improvement initiatives, such as the Printing and Reproduction study, the review of IT procurement, the “e-
print” strategy, the Courts Collections Strategy, “Moving Forward with SAP”, and the Fuel Sites review, and
has been responsible for the design of major projects, like the Meeting Management Initiative.  Some of the
higher profile projects currently starting are the Warehouse Location review and the Budget Process Review.

The Unit employs individuals with expertise that includes:

- business process review and redesign;
- organization design and restructuring;
- program review;
- program and service improvement;
- management of major change projects and initiatives; and
- program policy analysis and development.

Key Points:

The workplan for the Project Manager/ Management Consultant Unit has been adjusted in order to provide
capacity to the 3-1-1 Project Management Office to fulfil the Business Process Lead position requirement as
described in the 3-1-1 report before Budget Advisory Committee, and the proposed 3-1-1 budget has been
reduced by $100,000 as a result.  The Business Process Lead will report in the 3-1-1 Project Management
Office.
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Contact for further information:
Ana Bassios: Director, Service Improvement & Innovation
(416) 397-4153

Date:  January 27, 2005.


